CONCRETE STANDS STRONG
AGAINST HURRICANE SEASON
In the midst of a devastating hurricane season,
concrete proves it can withstand the test of Mother Nature.

“The concrete holds up,
but the wood doesn’t.”
- President Donald Trump

“For hurricane-prone coastal
areas, you can’t get more
resilient than a concrete home.”
- Builder Online

“Most of the concrete homes
were able to survive, but
those made of wood and tin
suffered heavy damage.”
- Daily Journal

“Insulated Concrete Forms
can protect properties and
people from the devastating
effects of tornadoes,
hurricanes, cyclones, strong
winds and earthquakes.”
- Architecture and Design

“[Their home] avoided
destruction because their
buildings are built with
concrete and other reinforced
materials.”
- The Jerusalem Post

“If you had a wooden
property or something that
wasn’t made from concrete,
it’s probably not there
anymore.” -Antonio Benitas
- CBS Pittsburgh

“But Hurricane Maria, she was
a monster. It hit the island
head on with a force that was
hard to believe. My mom lives
in a concrete home, so, we
had no fear about the house
being blown away.” – Pedro
Medina, Puerto Rico

“Whether poured, cast in place,
or insulated concrete forms,
houses built with this nearly
impervious material are about
as durable as they can be.”
- Builder Online

“Hurricane Irma came
knocking. Leaving her own
wood frame home, she found
shelter in a sturdy concrete
building with friend.”
– Jordan Adams, US Virgin Islands
- ABC News 8

“Builders in these areas
will undoubtedly be asked
about concrete, one of the
construction industry’s most
time-tested and tough
building materials.”
- Builder Online

- The Trentonian

“Our house is literally built for hurricanes,
which is why we don’t evacuate…The
whole house is made out of concrete and
so is the foundation.” - Bobby O’Leary,
North Palm Beach, Florida
- TCU 360

To learn more visit BuildwithStrength.com.

